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St Paul’s Church, 
Hammersmith
The St Paul’s Centre completed

Richard Griffiths Architects have 
recently completed a substantial new 
community facility on a prominent 
church site in central Hammersmith. 
The striking contemporary design 
refers back to the tradition of western 
atria in the early Christian Church, 
and forward to a sustainable future 
at the heart of the community. It has 
been described as an inverted cloister, 
which is both outward looking, yet still 
focused around the church itself. Over 
three levels, it is virtually doubling the 
present floorspace yet still touches 
the existing Church lightly through 
extensive glazed elements. 5 metre 
high glass doors have given the 
Church a ceremonial west entrance 
which it had previously never had. 
The St. Paul’s Centre was opened by 
the Bishop of London in October and 
is now a vibrant focus for the local 
community.

Design review

St Pancras Hotel
Old and new 

The Marriott Renaissance Hotel at St 
Pancras has become one of London’s 
most fashionable spots: the cocktails 
in the Gilbert Scott Bar are a major 
attraction. Although RGA don’t mix 
the drinks we are proud to have 
been involved in many aspects of 
the transformation of London’s most 
famous Victorian building. Much of our 
work involved careful modifications of 
the existing building, working within 
the style of Sir Gilbert Scott’s original. 
However the West Wing was a more 
dramatic intervention and has created 
a striking new landmark in Midland 
Road. We have interpreted Scott’s 
flexible neo-gothic idiom for present-
day needs and the building has become 
an essential link in the chain of new 
and old buildings around St Pancras 
station. 
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Lambeth Palace
Further stonework repairs

Phase two of stonework repairs to 
the 1820’s Blore building is nearing 
completion. Works have included the 
repair of stonework to the corner tower 
including pinning back of decorative 
corner gargoyles. During the work 
an interesting use of stout twigs as 
reinforcement to rendered repairs of 
mouldings was uncovered.

Kings Cross Central
A new university building 

RGA were the conservation consultants 
to the design and build team at the 
first phase of Kings Cross Central. 
This involved the refurbishment of 
the Granary and Transit Sheds which 
date from the mid nineteenth century, 
and the construction of a new building 
within the complex. It is the new home 
for Central St Martins School of Art. 
The picture shows the giant atrium on 
the north side of the Granary where we 
have made sure that the traces of the 
history and use of the building remain 
visible. The marks of wear, pollution 
and adaptation on the facade of the 
Granary contrast dramatically with 
the pristine abstraction of Stanton 
Williams’ new intervention.

News items: Winter 2011/2012

St Dunstan-in-the-West, Fleet Street, London

Work to install a peal of ten bells into the empty 1830’s stone tower, a landmark on Fleet Steet, designed by John Shaw 
(senior) has commenced. The bells will ring out in celebration of the HM Queen’s diamond jubilee procession.

St Luke’s Church, West Hampstead

Work to re-order the Basil Champneys designed Church of 1897-99 is underway and will ensure flexibility of use. The 
work includes restoring missing mouldings to doors, some decorations, the addition of new cupboards and notice 
boards to the aisles as well as a teaspace at the west end. Work to refurbish the 1950’s Lambert Hall, including the 
installation of a new kitchen has been completed. 

Clissold House

Work to repair and convert the eighteenth century villa at Clissold Park in Stoke Newington has been completed. The 
House will be reopening very soon as a public café and a reception venue. The Heritage Lottery/London Borough of 
Hackney funded works will be covered in more detail in our Spring review. 


